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ISOBAR
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE SOLUTIONS TO METEO-BASED DCB IMBALANCES FIR
NETWORK OPERATIONS PLANNING

This deliverable is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under
grant agreement No 891965 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme.

Abstract
ISOBAR WP5 - “ISOBAR B2B service” – includes three tasks. Task T5.1 “ATM & Meteo Data ETL”, whose
purposes are described in “D5.1 ISOBAR - Training and Testing Datasets” availability note, and tasks
T5.2 “HMI showcase” and T5.3 “Service prototype” whose purposes and achievements are the object
of the present note, that is:
•
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The design and the development of an HMI showcase for ISOBAR concept clarification and
dissemination purpose.The architecture of the ISOBAR services able to support evaluation
tasks.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose of the document
ISOBAR WP5, “ISOBAR B2B service” carries three tasks:
•

T5.1 “ATM & Meteo Data ETL (Extract, Transform and Load) “, in charge of providing AI
models (WP3 & WP4) with appropriate training and testing data sets.

•

T5.2 “HMI showcase”, the aim of this task is to develop an HMI showcase to disseminate the
ISOBAR concepts, mechanisms and added value to internal and external audiences.

•

T5.3 “Service prototype”, the aim of this task is to prepare the integration of the new
developed service into a local or a NM platform to support WP6 evaluation tasks.

The present Availability Note, deliverable D5.2 “ISOBAR prototype and HMI showcase”, addresses
tasks T5.2 and T5.3. The purposes of task T5.1 are described in “D5.1 ISOBAR - Training and Testing
Datasets” availability note (see [INT10]). But as the definition of the data sets is closely linked to the
integration strategy of the ISOBAR services, we will on some aspects refer to delivery document D5.1.
So, we provide in this note:
•

•

A presentation of the HMI show case:
-

The purposes of the showcase,

-

The methodology used to design it,

-

The achievement and features that can be simulated.

An overview of the way the modules and engines providing the ISOBAR services are
integrated and how they work together.

1.2 Intended readership
This document is directed at:
•

ISOBAR Consortium members,
-

•
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For spell out the way the different “modules” they have designed, and build, are linked
together and how they communicate and exchange data.

SJU Programme Manager (PM), SJU ATM Expert and SJU Technical Coherence Coordinator
(TCC).
-

For explain how the new functionalities of the ISOBAR system can be showcased via
an HMI prototype.

-

For demonstrate the relevance of the ISOBAR prototype architecture and its
consistency with the global data model.
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1.3 Structure of the document
The document is structured as follows:
•

Section 2 gives a global overview of the ISOBAR WP5, “ISOBAR B2B service”.

•

Section 3 describes the HMI showcase, especially the new features linked to the weather
prediction and its impact on the air traffic capacity that can be presented by the prototype.

•

Section 4 describes the interoperability architecture of the modules and engines providing the
ISOBAR services.

1.4 List of Acronyms
Acronym

Definition

AC

Aircraft

ATC

Air Traffic Control

ATM

Air Traffic Management

AU

Airspace Users

ECTL

EUROCONTROL

FMP

Flow Management Position

HMI

Flow Management Position

ML

Machine Learning

NM

Network Management

MVP

Most Valuable Product

OSED

Operational Service and Environment Definition

SESAR

Single European Sky ATM Research Programme

SJU

SESAR Joint Undertaking (Agency of the European Commission)

TFV

Traffic Volume

WP

Work Package

wx

Weather
Table 1 - List of acronyms
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2 ISOBAR B2B service
2.1 ISOBAR Solution Overview
As explained in [INT1], the ISOBAR project integrates accurate and probabilistic convective weather
forecasts in the Air Traffic Flow and Capacity Management (ATFCM) process applied both at local (FMP)
and network (NM) level. These weather forecasts are an input to the demand and capacity prediction,
so that both can be better characterised and imbalances between capacity and demand can be better
anticipated. All the process aims at prescribing more adequate mitigation measures to ensure safety
and maximise efficiency, stability, and capacity.
To achieve this vision, ISOBAR foresees an ATFCM process supported by Artificial Intelligence
predictors for weather, capacity, and demand and able to learn from feedback on effectiveness, as
depicted in the figure below. In grey are represented the external data inputs and the un-addressed
ATFCM operations, whereas in blue are the activities addressed in ISOBAR.

Figure 1 - ISOBAR Enhanced ATFCM Vision

The outcomes of the complete ATFCM and ATC processes are confronted with the reference
performance framework and the results of baseline ATFCM based on historical data. The deviations
and outcomes from the tactical ATFCM process feed the ISOBAR core to improve the machine learning
engine for mitigation.

2.2 An integrated prototype
As described in previous section (see Figure 1 - ISOBAR Enhanced ATFCM Vision), the ISOBAR solution
prototype is structured on 3 main topics (Convective Cells and Storm Prediction, Demand and Capacity
Characterization, and Mitigation Strategy Prescription) based on four, what we can call, “software
modules”, which themselves relies on AI components. The table below gives the breakdown of those
elements and the related ISOBAR Tasks (see [INT1])
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Topic

Software module

Involved components
AI Meteo engine

Convective Cells and
Storm Prediction

Demand and Capacity
Characterisation

Task id
T2.1 & T2.2

Meteo Engine
Conversion components

T2.3

Hotspot detection

T3.3

AI Capacity estimation

T3.2

AI AU preference

T3.1

DCB Solver (ENAC)

T4.1 & T4.2

DCB Solver (UC)

T4.1 & T4.2

Hotspot Detection

AU Preference
Mitigation Strategy
Prescription
Hotspot Mitigation

Table 2 - Software modules and components

Each module has its own purpose:
•

The Meteo engine provides probabilistic weather convection forecasts.

•

The Hotspot Detection provides capacity reduction information and hotspot locations.

•

The Air User Preferences predicts AU preferred trajectories.

•

The Hotspot Mitigation allows to mitigate DCB hotspots.

To link all these components and make them work together an integrated prototype must be built.
The main stake of the prototype is to enable the evaluation and the demonstration of the whole
ISOBAR solution. Furthermore, to be relevant from a demonstration point of view, interactions with
human in the loop via Network Manager simulation tools shall be considered in the prototype.
The two following sections highlight the way the stakes of the demonstration purpose of the ISOBAR
solution have been addressed:
•

Description of the HMI showcase in section 3.

•

Description of the interoperability architecture in section 4.
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3 HMI Showcase
This section describes the HMI showcase, an HMI demonstrator or communication prototype
developed within task T5.2. This demonstrator highlights a design of the front-end of the integrated
ISOBAR Solution following the ATFCM user requirements from WP1 and representing the
functionalities of the integrated components. It presents the walk-through of a pre-tactical NM process
using real ATM and Meteo data for the display of traffic and airspace situation.

3.1 The purpose of the Showcase
The aim of task T5.2 is to develop an HMI showcase to disseminate the ISOBAR concepts, mechanisms
and added value to internal and external audiences. So, a prototype is developed to show new
functionalities linked to the weather prediction and its impact on the air traffic capacity.
Partners of the ISOBAR project as ECTL, DSNA, CRIDA and ENAIRE have different tools to manage the
air traffic and they work already on weather functionality for their specific interfaces. ISOBAR task T5.2
define the minimum requirement set for an HMI. Once these requirements defined and shared, each
partner will, based on these requirements, decide how and what to develop on existing local
interfaces.
To achieve this purpose, the two main stakes of the activity are to:
•

Define the HMI Minimum viable product requirements.

•

Develop an HMI showcase.

To achieve these targets, the Sopra Steria UX Studio methodology (see below) has been operated.

3.2 Methodology
The Sopra Steria UX Studio methodology aims to design the
right product, a product that is achievable (simplicity, mastery,
maintenance), viable (productivity gains, cost reduction,
acceptance, and image) and desirable (usefulness, usability,
satisfaction).

Based on workshops and individual interview sessions to involve all the stakeholders, the method
carries out four steps:
•

Explore – understand the context.

•

Define – feature definition.

•

Design – feature representation ideation.

•

Evaluate – test the solution.
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Figure 2 - UX Studio methodology

The explore step is based on interviews:
•

Presentation of expectations by ECTL and discover of specific expectation and problematic
for the new service.

•

Collection of the business users (involving ECTL, DSNA and ENAIRE) needs.

•

Presentation of used HMI related to weather alerts.

•

Definition of functionality and success criteria.

The define step is based on workshops:
•

Elaboration of the communication strategy to define the support of prototyping.

•

Elaboration of MVP Requirements.

•

Find graphical representation for the new functionalities linked to the weather and its impact
of the air traffic.

•

Presentation and alignment on the prototype and MVP requirements.

The design step aims to design the prototype, based on expectations, tools and targets defined in
previous steps. This step mainly consists in an iterative development of the mock-up with regular
demonstration to Task members and projects members. These presentations allow to test validate a
dynamic prototype.
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Once this dynamic prototype is completed and placed at the disposal of a large panel of potential users,
the evaluate step takes place.

3.3 Towards a dynamic mock-up
The first three steps of the UX Studio methodology have been carried out from February to May 2021
(see figure below).

Figure 3 - Showcase development roadmap

During the exploration step, a set of six interview workshops with the representatives of the partners
has led to:
•

The definition of the communication strategy and the global expectations to manage critical
weather situations:
-

Prediction of convective weather,

-

Prediction of capacity reduction and traffic congestion,

-

Proposition of solutions to solve the congestion,

-

Collaborative process among actors.

•

The selection of the “Adobe Xd link” tool as framework for the development of the mock-up.

•

The decision to build the mock-up based on the new ECTL HMI Demonstrator (this new HMI is
under development).

Based on these results, the definition step conducted to:
•
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The definition of the HMI minimum requirements:
-

Be able to visualize convective meteo

-

Be able to visualize Weather capacity and capacity Reduction
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•

-

Coordination Capacity Adjustment

-

Manage Gates

-

Manage Netspots

-

Guide the Solver

The features to be developed during the design step (see 3.4 for a full description of the
implementation of these features).

As a result, during the design step a dynamic prototype (mock-up) has been developed:
•

The prototype focus on interaction and functionalities: it does not use real data.

•

Added disclaimer and pop-ups allow users to navigate throw the prototype and explore the
different functionalities with a great autonomy (the prototype shows where to click and
explain the different functionalities).

•

The dynamic prototype can be manipulated in full autonomy: https://isobar-project.eu/isobarprototype/.

Figure 4 - Dynamic prototype access

The evaluation step, allowed to widen the number of prototype users and their feedback. So, we test,
validate, and challenge the displayed concepts.
The mock-up is an efficient tool to promote the ISOBAR project and its results that can be deployed
though different communication channels. As well via a virtual channel with full autonomy execution
as via a face-to-face presentation. The mock-up contributes therefore to ISOBAR dissemination
purposes (see [INT12] for a full description of the dissemination purposes).
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3.4 The features of the showcase

Figure 5 - Showcase global view

We present here the 22 features implemented in the dynamic prototype. These features cover five
main topics:
•

Visualisation of the convections

•

Gate management

•

Visualisation of the reduction capacity and hotspot creation

•

Net spot management

•

Weather scenario management

These features are intended for local or network level actors (FMP and NM) to given then, through the
IHM and its features, the possibility to manage critical convective weather situation in a collaborative
manner.

Topics

Features
Visualize weather convections on a map

Visualisation of the convections

Visualize the evolution of the weather convection
over time (3hour steps)
Filter weather convection visualization by flight level
Visualize alerts on the sectors impacted by a
selected convection
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Visualize capacity reduction, due to weather
convection, on a selected sector or a selected flight
Visualize the gates
Display information of a selected gate
Visualize traffic evolution on a timeline
Gate management

Display the comparison of the information of two
Gates
Visualize involved flight routes for a selected a Gate,
with imbalance information for each crossed sector
Visualize the capacity of a sector

Visualisation of the reduction capacity
and hotspot creation

Visualize the capacity reduction, with corresponding
convective information
Create Hotspots and display
Create Netspots
Add and remove sectors on a Netspot

Net spot management

Filter the status of a Netspot (proposed, coordinate
or implemented)
Associate Hotspots and Coldspots
Open weather scenario to solve a Netspot
Visualize rerouting scenario
Add cold spots from scenario to the net spot

Weather scenario management

Launch the solver with selected condition (selected
hot spots, gate to unload…)
Visualize solutions with display of the regulation and
impact
Table 3 - Showcase Features
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The features are presented hereafter with the graphical representation of their implementation in the
dynamic prototype:
Feature 1. Visualize weather convections on a map
Feature 2. Visualize the evolution of the weather convection over time (3hour steps)
Feature 3. Filter weather convection visualization by flight level

Figure 6 - Weather convection visualization

Feature 4. Visualize alerts on the sectors impacted by a selected convection

Figure 7 - Alert visualization
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Feature 5. Visualize capacity reduction, due to weather convection, on a selected sector or a
selected flight

Figure 8 - Capacity reduction visualization

Feature 6. Visualize the gates

Figure 9 - Visualization of the gates

Feature 7. Display information of a selected gate
Feature 8. Visualize traffic evolution on a timeline
Feature 9. Display the comparison of the information of two Gates
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Figure 10 - Gate information display

Feature 10. Visualize involved flight routes for a selected a Gate, with imbalance information for
each crossed sector

Figure 11 - Imbalance information

Feature 11. Visualise the capacity of a sector
Feature 12. Visualize the capacity reduction, with corresponding convective information
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Figure 12 - Capacity reduction display

Feature 13. Create Hotspots and display

Figure 13 - Hotspot creation

Feature 14. Create Netspots
Feature 15. Add and remove sectors on a Netspot
Feature 16. Filter the status of a Netspot (proposed, coordinated, or implemented)
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Feature 17. Associate hotspots and coldspots

Figure 14 - Netspot management

Feature 18. Open weather scenario to solve a Netspot
Feature 19. Visualize rerouting scenario

Figure 15 - Rerouting scenario
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Feature 20. Add cold spots from scenario to the net spot

Figure 16 - Cold spot addition

Feature 21. Launch the solver with selected condition (selected hot spots , gate to unload,…)

Figure 17 - Solver launch
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Feature 22. Visualize solutions with display of the regulation and impact

Figure 18 - Regulation display
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4 ISOBAR Prototype
4.1 Purpose of the prototype
The aim of task T5.3 is to define an architecture allowing the integration of all AI components in what
we call an ISOBAR Prototype. This prototype comes in two operating modes:
•

A standalone operating mode enabling performance demonstration based on massive data
manipulation.
The standalone operating mode enables a qualitative and a quantitative analysis of the IA
components contributing to the ISOBAR solution. This mode is especially operated on one
hand, to fulfil the performance assessment of the Machine Learning models, i.e., activities
ACT01 to ACT041 . on the other hand, it allows to carry out the validation exercise EXE022 to
assess the global performance of the ISOBAR solution.

•

A dynamic operating mode dedicated to collaboration assessment.
The dynamic operation mode allows to validate human interactions with AI components to
manage convective weather situations. The mode is operated to carry out the validation
exercise EXE013 to assess the operational acceptability of the ISOBAR Collaborative
Framework.

See “ISOBAR D6.1 «Applicable Performance Framework and Evaluation Reference», 30/07/2021“
[INT11], for a detailed description of the validation activities and validation exercises.

4.2 Architecture overview
As already presented, the features implemented by ISOBAR can be streamlined as four “software
modules” exchanging data:
•

The Meteo engine software module whose feature is to provide probabilistic weather
convection forecasts.

•

The Hotspot Detection software module whose feature is to provide capacity reduction
information due to convective weather and resulting hotspot locations.

1

Activities to assess the performance of a Machine Learning models providing: probabilistic convective weather
information (ACT01), weather capacity reduction and imbalance prediction (ACT02), mitigation plans (ACT03),
and AU Preferred Trajectory alternatives (ACT04).
2

Human-In-The-Loop Validation Exercise to assess the ISOBAR Collaborative Framework

3

Fast-Time Validation Exercise to assess the global operational performance
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•

The Air User Preferences software module whose feature is to provide AU Preferred Trajectory
alternatives. This is based on an AI model trained with historic data about most frequent and
alternative trajectories used by AUs between city-pairs in Europe. The module builds the
alternative trajectories using an algorithm that creates a number of subsequent and mostprobable way-points for each triplet city-pair, airline and aircraft.

•

The Hotspot Mitigation software module whose feature is to solve capacity reduction by
computing DCB measures that mitigate DCB hotspots.

The following figure gives a simplified representation of these software modules and their relations,
Obviously, the real configuration is much more complex.

Figure 19 - Overview of the interaction between ISOBAR software modules

For each software modules, we give here after some details:
•

The different subcomponents,

•

The data they consume and the data they provide,

•

The internal exchanges.

We keep a rough level of description, and we especially do not address the data needed to train the
different AI. A detailed description of all the data involved (training data as well as operational data)
in the modules and engines can be found in “D5.1 ISOBAR - Training and Testing Datasets - Availability
Note” [INT10].

4.2.1 The Meteo Engine
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The Meteo engine software module gathers different components, the Meteo engine itself and
conversion components.

Figure 20 - The meteo engine software module

Based on Meteo forecasts provided by Numerical Weather Prediction the module produces Raw Storm
Forecast (input to the hotspot detection module) and the corresponding Meteo maps (data needed by
FMPs for decision-making in pre-tactical flow management, and to be displayed in an HMI).
See ISOBAR D2.1 “Multi-model probability of convection on a set of use cases” [INT6] for a detailed
description of the Meteo Engine.

4.2.2 The Hotspot detection
The Hotspot Detection software module gathers two components Hotspot detection and wx capacity
reduction.
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Figure 21 - The Hotspot detection software module

The module consumes the row storm forecast provided by the Meteo engine, air traffic and Sector
data and provides wx capacity reduction (input to hotspot mitigation module) and Hotspot information
(data needed by FMPs for decision-making in pre-tactical flow management, and to be displayed in an
HMI).
See ISOBAR D3.2 ML Capacity and Hotspot Detection [INT8] for a detailed description.

4.2.3 AU preference
The AU preference software module computes a preferred trajectory and alternative trajectories for a
given triplet: city pair, AC operator and AC type.
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Figure 22 - The AU preference engine

See ISOBAR D3.1 ML demand prediction model [INT7] for a detailed description.

4.2.4 Hotspot mitigation
The Hotspot Mitigation software module gathers two solver which compute DCB measure based on
wx capacity reduction and trajectories produced by respectively the Hotspot detection engine and the
AU preferences engine.

Figure 23 - The Hotspot mitigation engine
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See D4.1 Enhanced DCB algorithms with reinforcement learning [INT9] for a detailed description.

4.3 Standalone vs dynamic integration
4.3.1 Standalone mode
The standalone integration is based on a very simple approach where each partner executes the
software module (or software module subcomponent) for which he is responsible in local premise. The
global consistency of the prototype is ensured by the sharing of the needed data in a common space
in CRIDA cloud (see 4.3.3 Data storage). In this space is stored:
•

The data, not directly produced by the ISOBAR prototype but needed by the different software
module: Meteo forecast, traffic data, flight features, sector configuration, …

•

The data produced by the software modules: Storm forecast, Hotspot occurrences, wx capacity
reduction, alternative trajectories, DCB measures, …

As presented in the following figure, each software module will find there, the needed data to perform
its computations and store there the data it produces.

Figure 24 - Standalone mode prototype

The standalone operating mode enables a qualitative and a quantitative analysis of the IA components
contributing to the ISOBAR solution. With the standalone mode approach, via activities ACT01 to
ACT04 we can fulfil the performance assessment of the Machine Learning models (see “ISOBAR D6.1
«Applicable Performance Framework and Evaluation Reference” [INT11] for further details on these
activities):
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•

Assessing the ISOBAR Meteo-engine to validate the prediction in the severity of the storm,
lightning location, storm overshoot, storms over different flight levels

•

Assessing of the hotspot considering demand behaviour due to convective weather; and
capacity reduction.

•

Assessing the effectiveness of the DCB strategies, produced by the AI-based DCB hotspot
solvers.

•

Assessing of the AU preference effective capture through the adopted prediction
methodology.

The model also allows to carry out the validation exercise EXE02 to assess the global performance of
the ISOBAR solution (see also [INT11] for more details on exercise EXE02)

4.3.2 Dynamic mode
The concept of the dynamic mode approach is human in the loop integration with the following aims:
•

Validate human interactions with AI components to manage convective weather situations,

•

Test out the benefit to decision-making in pre-tactical flow management of automation and
information provided by the ISOBAR system.

This mode is the base of the achievement of exercise EXE01 by providing FMPs with storm forecast
information, capacity reduction estimation and mitigation options (see [INT11] for more details on
exercise EXE01).
To achieve the human in the loop integration, the user experience of the human interaction has been
studied in task 5.2, regarding the access and the manipulation of the information provided by the
system. As a result, the HMI showcase (see §3 HMI Showcase) gives a good overview of these
interactions. Nevertheless, within the scope of the ISOBAR experimentation, it was not possible to
develop these HMI feature in an existing air traffic management tool managing weather prediction.
Therefore, for the interaction with human in the loop, PLANTA is used as central point with plugged in
Network Manager simulation tools.
PLANTA allow to simulate measures for tactical and pre-tactical operations, visualize the impact of
measures, and compare and analyse the different solutions. In our prototype:
•

PLANTA and the ISOBAR software modules are executed in a cooperative mode,

•

The input data needed by PLANTA, Storm forecast, wx capacity reduction, are locally stored to
speed up processing

•

PLANTA is linked to INNOVE throughout B2B NM services.

INNOVE is a ATFM real-time simulation platform for the validation of Network Management solutions
provided, as PLANTA, by EUROCONTROL. With INNOVE alternative flow management solutions can be
evaluated in a realistic operational environment.
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The figure below gives a global overview of the dynamic mode of the prototype.

Figure 25 - Dynamic mode prototype

The EXE01 use case deployed through the dynamic mode prototype can be summarized in the
following sequence diagram.
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Figure 26 - EXE01 Use case
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The operators (FMP and/or NM) interact with the system through PLANTA who gets the needed data
(locally stored) generated by the software modules of the ISOBAR system. These interactions can refer
to showcase features as defined and implemented in the Mock-up throughout in task 5.2 (see 3.4).

4.3.3 Data storage
ISOBAR has set a cloud storage as a repository and data exchange site available for the Project partners.
The tool used for the creation is own Cloud, a self-hosted file synchronization and sharing solution. It
is possible to connect to the repository as a network folder for main operating systems (see [INT10]
for more details).
There, each validation activity (ACT01 to ACT04), and each validation exercise (EXE01 and EXE02) has
its own data folder (see https://cloud.crida.es/index.php/apps/files?dir=/WP6-Validation).

Figure 27 - CRIDA Cloud

There is a generic user access (read only) set:
• user: isobar_read
• password: read2022_beyond@Isobar! (It is important to state that due to internal security
policies of CRIDA this password expires, and it is updated periodically).
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